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PAPER 1

SECTION A : Directed Writinq ( 35 marks l

{. AWARDING TilARKS FOR CONTENT

Content
Language
TOTAL

: 15 marks
: 20 marks
: 35 marks

CONTENT - 15 marks-

- Do not award marks for mere mention of keywords

Format :

Fl -asuitabtetitle
F2 - name of writer
F3 - suitable ending

Content Points:

Cl - camping equipment

C2 - prepare necessary items

C3 - cooking meals

C4 - bring cooking utensils

C5 - group activities

CO - interesting and challenging

CT - safety measures

CB - night watch

Cg - abide camp rules

C10- be punctual

CI1- benefit

C12- teamwork

AWARDING ilIARKS FOR I3NGUAGE

Marks are awarded for:

( i) Accurate English

( ii ) Style and Tone appropriate to the task

1 mark
1 markr 1 mark

1 mark

1 mark

1 mark

1 mark

1 mark

1 mark

1 mark

1 mark

I mark

1 mark

1 mark

I mark
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CRITERIA FOR iiARKING LANGUAGE
Section A : DIRECTED WRITING

Mark
Range

Description of Criteria

A

19 -20

The lanquaqe is entirelv accurate apart from very few occasional first draft
slips.
Sentence structure is varied and shows that the candidate is able to use
various types of sentences to achieve a particular effec{.
Vocabularv is wide and is used with precision.
Punctuatlon is accurate and helpful to the reader.

- Spbliing is accurate across the full range of vocabulary used.
Paragraphs are well-planned, have unrty and are appropriately linked.

- The topic is addressed with consistent relevan@.
The interest of the reader is aroused and sustained throughout the wrfting.
The style and tone is appropriate - informal but polite. The reader is
convinced that this article is meant for school students.

B

16-{8

Thq tanouaqe is accurate; occasional enors are either minor or first drafi
slips.
Vocabulary is wide enough to convey intended shades of meaning with
precision.
Sentences show some variation of length and type, including some
complex sentences.
Spelllng is nearly always accurate"
Paragraphs show some evidence of planning, having unity and are usually
appropriately linked.
The piece of writing is relevant to the topic and the interest of the reader
is aroused and sustained throughout the composition.
The style and tone is informal and appropriate for an article.

G

{3-{5

The lanouaoe, is laroelv accu.rate.
Sirnple structures are used without eror ; mistakes may occur when more
sophisticated structures are attempted.
Vocabulary is wide enough to convey intended meaning but may lack
precision
Sentences may show some variety of structure and tength but there is
tendency to use one type of structure, giving it a monotonous effect.
Punctuation of simple structures is accurate on the whole but erors may
occur in more complex uses.
Spelling is generally accurate for common vocabulary.
Written in paragraphs which show some unily, although links may be
absent or inappropriate. The vrniting is relevant but may lack originality and
planning. Some interest is aroused but not sustained.
The style and tone shorrns some attempts have been made to achieve
informah$ in an article but this may not be sustained.

D

The lanouaoe is. strfficientlv accurate for meaning to come through.
There will be patqhes of claritv particularly wiren simple vocabulary and
structures are used.
There is some variety of sentence length and type but this may not be
successful in enhancing meaning or arousing interest.
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10-12 Punctuation is generally conect but does not clarify meaning.
Vocabulary is adequate but lacks precision" Simple words are spelt
correctly but errors may occur when unfamiliar words are used.
Paragraphs are used but show lack of planning or unity.
The topic is addressed with some relevance but the reader may find
composition at this level lacking in liveliness and interest value.
The style may not be appropriate as an article.

E

7 -9

lUeaning is never in doubt, but sinqle word errors are sufficientlv frequent
and serious to hamper precision and speed of reading.
Some simple structures will be accurate, but accuracy is not sustained.
Vocabulary is limited and either too simple to convey precise meaning or
are imperfectly understood.
Simple words may be spelt conectly but frequent histakes in spelling and
punctuation make reading the script difficult.
Paragraphs lack unity. Links are incorrectly used" There may be errors of
sentence separation and punctuation.
The style may fail to achieve the informqlrty required of an article. lf it
does, it may not show understanding of the detailed requirements of the
task. The tonc may not be appropriate for an article"

u (il

4-6

ileanino is fairlv cleat but the incidence of enor is high and definitely
impedes the reading.

There will be many serious erors of various kinds throughout the script but
they are mainly of the single word type, i.e. they could be conected without
rewriting the whole senten@"
A script at this level will have very few accurate sentences. There may be
frequent spelling erors"
Punctuation will sometimes be used conectly but sentence separation
errors may occur"
Paragraphs lack untty or there may not be any paragraphs at all.

The tone and style is inappropriate for an article.

u(ir)

24

Sgnsg will bg dqcio-hetable, but some of the erors will be multiple,
requiring the reader to re-re,ad and re-organise before meanino becomes
@r.
At this level, there may be only a few accurate but simple sentences.
This type of script may also be far short of the required number of words.
Wfrole section of the article may make little or no sense. There are unlikely
to be one or more accurate sentences. The content is comprehenslble,
but its tone is hidden by the density of enors:

u(rii)

0-{

Soipts in this category are atmost entirely lmposslble to read.
Whole sections may make no Bense at all or are copied from the task.
Award '1' mark if some sense can be obtained.
The mark '0' should only be awaded if the article makes no sense at all
from the beginning to end.
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Section B : Continuous Writing

CATEGORY DESCRIPTIONS FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF
CONTINUOUS WRITING

Mark Range Description of Criteria

A
44-50

* Language is entirely accurate
* Sentence structure is varied
* Vocabulary is wide
" Punctuation is accurate
* Spelling is accurate
* Paragraphs are weli-planned
* The topic is addressed properly

B
38-43

* Language is accurate
" Vocabulary is wide enough to convey meaning
* Sentences show some variation
* Punctuation is almost always accurate
* Spelling is nearly always accurate '
* Paragraphs show some evidence of planning
* Relevant to the topic and interest of readers are aroused

c
32 -37

* Language is largely accurate
* Simple structures used without erors
* Vocabulary is wide enough to convey meaning
" Sentences show some variety of struc'tures
* Punctuation of simple structures is accurate
* Simple words may be spelt conectly
* Essay is written in paragraphs wfrich show unity

D
26-31

* Language is strfficiently accuratet Patches of clear accurate language
* Some variety of sentence type
' Punctuation is generally conect
* Simple words spelt conectly
I Paragraphs are used but lack planning or unity
'Topic is addressed with some relevance

E
20 -25

* Meaning is never in doubt
" Some simple structures may be accurate
* Vocabutary is limited
* Simple words may be spelt conectly
* Paragraphs lack unity
* Subjec-t matter partially explained
* High incidence of linguistic enors

u (t)
14-19

* Meaning is fairly clear
* Slngle word type erors
'Very few accurate sentences
* Frequent enors may cause bluning
* Senten@s are simple and often repetitive
' Punctuation will sometimes be used conectly
* Paragraphs lack unity

4
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u (ii)
I - 13

* Make some sense but are multiple in nature
* Only a few accurate simple sentences
* lncidence of linguistic eror is high
" Far too short of the required number of words

u(iii)
0-7

* Almost entirely impossible to read
* Make liftle or no sense at all
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PAPER 2

SECTION A

1" D

2.8
3.C
4.4
5.8

"6. D

7. B

8.C

SECTION B

16 6mg

17 220

9.8
10. D

11" C

12. C

13. A

14. A

15. D

18 magnesium I
t in any order

1e iron )

20 insulin resistance I. I in anY order
21 HDL / good chotesterol tevel )

22 risk of coronary disease

23 protects tooth enamel I
I in ony order

24 clears mouth of sugar faster than candy )

25 moderation

* REMINDERTO TEACHERS:
Accept ONLY the onswerr given abova
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SECTION C

Questions 26 - 30

26 create the fondest moments
Line 1-2
A happy family would... fondest
moments.

1

27 helps them / children feel loved and
secure

Lines 9
This kind of...fun for parents 1

28 (a)

Taking long walks
Gardening
Going window shopping
Singing together
Dancing together
(Accept ony two)

Lines 14-15
This can be...shopping.
Lines 15-16
Singing together... familY.
Lines 16-17 (partial lifting)
...dance around...together.

2

28 (b)

Relax
Parents to model healthy behaviour
Spend time with their children
(Acceot anv one)

Lines 19-20
At the park... seesau/.
Lines 20-21
This kind of...childrcn"

1

2e (a) appealing 1

2e (b) helps the child feel sPecial
Line 4041
That nrecious time... feel specl'al

1

29 (c)

A visit to the zoo
a slightly later bedtime
reward
(Accept any one)

Lines 4849
A visit...motivatorc"
Line 47
Parents...children

1

30

to be happy in life
to become a better Person
to shape an upcoming generation
(Any other accePtable answers)

No lifting 2
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31. SummaE[

NO CONTENT LIFTING LINES

1 Create cuddle time 7

2 Make room for fun 72-13

3 Sing together 15-15

4 Exercise together Ic}

5 Remember to have routines 2!-22

6 Create healthy habits 25

7 Cook together 28

8 Read and write together 33-34

9 Try to spend a little time just with one child each day 38-39

10 Parents and kids should appreciate each other 4L

11 Help heal the hurt of the other sibling who is hurt 4546

t2 Reward good behaviour 47

13 Parents should portray their love for one another 50

t4

15

+ Notes to teaclprs:
e When lifimr is made, pronourut have to be changed accordingty.
. Only penalise ttrclirxt point with incorrect Tronotm Subseqwnt content point will be

mvwded accordingly.

Marks for Style and Presentatlon are awarded based on the average sum total (to the nearest

rounded fractlon/decimal) of Paraphrase and Use of Engllsh. Annotate as follows:

Paraphrcse =5 Col$ent - 10
Useof Engllsh= 4+ language--L+

!5 marks

; 2 = 4.s= smarks
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STYTE AND PRESENTATION DESCRIPTORS FOR SUMMARY

MARKS PARAPHRASE MARKS USE OF ENGTISH

5

Excellent

a sustained attempt to
rephrase the text
expression is secure
difficult phrases from
text may be substituted

5

Excellent

language is accurate
occasional errors
sentence structure
varied
marked ability to use
original complex syntax
punctuation accurate
spelling correct
throughout

4

Good

noticeable attempt to
rephrase the text
free from stretches of
lifting
expression is generally
secure

,o

Good

language is almost
always accurate
serious errors will be
isolated
some variation of
sentences
punctuation accurate
spelling largely accurate

3

Fair

intelligent and setective
lifting but limlted
attempts to rephrase

expression may not
always be secure

3

Fair

language largely
accurate

simple structures
dominate
serious errors not
freguent but noticeable
spelling nearly always
accurate

2

Unsatlsfactory

total lifting of text but
not a complete transcript
attempts to substitute
but only for single words
irrelevant sectlons, more
frequent

2

Unsatisfactory

meaning is not in doubt
serious errors more
frequent
simple structures
accurate but not
maintained
spelling accurate
some irrelevant parts

0-1

Poor

more or less a transcript
of the text
no orlglnality
lrreleva nt sections copied

G1

Poor

hearry frequency of
errors - hampers
reading
fractured syntax /
fragmented

4
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32

(d) i.

Eg:

ii.

Eg:

33. Content and Language Descriptors

SECTION D

(a) His eyes / Uisquiet eyes

(b) Never to compromise with preasure-seeking guys

(c) Then you'li never be rosing at dice / Line 16

L mark

l mark

l mark

X. mark

l mark

Any logicalaction
I will tell her to be more careful in the future.

Any logical reason
I would advise her not to trust a boylso easily.

Response is consistently relevant
and convincing to the specified
task"

Detailed a nd well-developed

Language is accurate
Response is very welt-organised

Response relevant to the specified
task
Textual evidence with some

Language is largely accurate
Response is well-organised

Response likely to be
lntermittently relevant to the
specified task
Some textual evidence with little

Meaning is never in doubt but
errors are becoming frequent
Response is fairly welt-organised

Response is of little retevance to

- Uttte textuat evidence is

Frequent errors with some
blurring

Response has no retevance to the Makes little or no sense
Response lacks organisation

flee Q Bai)ers, lree skema at : urww.ittyschootcnilcjren.cori-r
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TABLE OF TEST SPECIFICATIONS
MODUL PENII.AIAN SPM MPSM 2013

BAHASA INGGERIS 111912

A: Gnphlcr }lrtrrlrlr & ShortTodr

SECnOil A: Cloar Prrrlg.

20,21,22,23,2416, 17, 18, 19,25

26, 27, 28a, ZEb, 29b, ?9cSECflON C: Rordlne ComPrchrnrlon
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TABLE OF TEST SPECIFICATIONS
MODUL PENILA|AN SPM MPSM 2A13

BAHASA INGGERIS 1119/1

NO TOPIG / SECTION
DIFFICULTY LEVEL TOTAL

ITEMSLOW IIiEDIUM HIGH
Knowledge Comprehonalon Appllcatlon Analysls Synthesls EvaluaUon

1 DIRECTED WRITING 1 1

2 CONTINUOUS WRITING 1t2t3t4t5 1

a

TOTAL UO. OF mils 2 2

PERCENTAGE lOOo/o 1A0o/o
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